Epithelial-mesenchymal-transition regulators in prostate cancer: Androgens and beyond.
Castration resistant prostate cancer (CRPC) remains one of the leading causes of cancer deaths among men. Conventional therapies targeting androgen signaling driven tumor growth have provided limited survival benefit in patients. Recent identification of the critical molecular and cellular events surrounding tumor progression, invasion, and metastasis to the bone as well as other sites provide new insights in targeting advanced disease. Epithelial mesenchymal transition (EMT) is a process via which epithelial cells undergo morphological changes to a motile mesenchymal phenotype, a phenomenon implicated in cancer metastasis but also therapeutic resistance. Therapeutic targeting of EMT has the potential to open a new avenue in the treatment paradigm of CRPC through the reversion of the invasive mesenchymal phenotype to the well differentiated tumor epithelial tumor phenotype. Overcoming therapeutic resistance in metastatic prostate cancer is an unmet need in today's clinical management of advanced disease. This review outlines our current understanding of the contribution of EMT and its reversal to MET in prostate cancer progression and therapeutic resistance, and the impact of selected targeting of mechanisms of resistance via EMT towards a therapeutic benefit in patients with CRPC.